
Organically grow fans, community, and group activities 
Launch new albums with social sharing, engagement, and hype 
Book big festivals in 2019 and 2020 as a new artist
Brand and music stand out in a crowded content, music, and attention economy
Create highly engaged fanbase to increase ticket and merch sales
Connect genuinely with fans without breaking personal boundaries
Create balance in his life to focus on making music while also investing in
building a loyal fan base

In March of 2018, Sami Diament launched his new project, LSDREAM, with a
completely new sound, a new brand, and seeking new fans. He created the
LSDREAM project to share with the world his most genuine self and art, all the
while building a fanbase that connects with him and with others through his music. 
 
 
 

How group (hugs:) helped

grow his digital community,

LSDREAERMS, to 10,000+, sell

out tour dates and merch, and

book top music festivals

around the world in one year.

LSDREAM'S OBJECTIVES
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TESTIMONIAL FROM RED LIGHT MANAGEMENT  
 

 "Sami's project has grown so much this year - and a lot of that is thanks to
you guys for helping create this space for him to connect with his fans on a
real level." 

TESTIMONIAL FROM SAMI DIAMENT (LSDREAM)
 

"Sold out shows, a thriving merchandise business, super high engagement
on social media, these are all the signs of a thriving fan base for any artist.
As an artist myself, building a project with these goals in mind, it was
important to create a community around my brand, creating fan interaction,
building real human connections in the community. In my experience one of
the most potent and effective ways to do this is by utilizing closed
Facebook groups. Under the leadership of Carrie and Lank, I have
personally witnessed the growth and value within the LSDREAMers group.
Carrie and Lank are great communicators, they are dedicated, professional,
passionate, and I’m forever grateful for our partnership. Together, we have
created a home for my fans which just emanates outward onto all other
platforms. I don’t have enough good words to honestly say about my
experience working with them." 



Group (hugs:) began work on the LSDREAM project in February 2019 and
launched the LSDREAMERS, a digital community focused on Sami's music,
message, and genuine connection between members and artist. Through our
community guidance, engagement-focused leadership, and genuine growth
tactics, we grew the LSDREAMERS Facebook Group from 0 to over 10,000+ in
one year with over 90% monthly engagement by each and every member and
over 65,000 monthly posts, comments, or reactions a month and growing.
 
The hyper-engaged digital community helped the LSDREAM project rise quickly
into a staple in electronic music, book major music festivals in 2019 and 2020,
sell-out headlining tour dates, sell out of merchandise, and drastically growing
music streams from 14k to over 350k during this time.  
 
 
 
We built the LSDREAMERS to convert new fans and members rapidly into super fans
which ultimately promote the brand, the music, bring more members in, purchase show
and festival tickets, merchandise, and back any future releases. The LSDREAMERS helps
fans connect, create loyalty, and forge stronger bonds between members, Sami himself,
his brand, and with his music. We created the community in reflection of Sami's vision
and upon well-defined guidelines alongside our leadership, Sami's engagement within
the group, and hyper-engagement from the community members. 
 

WHY LSDREAM CHOSE GROUP (HUGS:)
We aligned with his message, music, and vision for the LSDREAM project.
Additionally, our experience was highly relevant in building communities,
marketing, leading, and applicable tested techniques to grow his brand in the
digital and physical worlds.
 

WHAT WE ACCOMPLISHED IN YEAR 1

WHY WE ARE SUCCESSFUL

Our Work
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MILESTONES AND RESULTS
Booked top music festivals around the world in 2019 and 2020 (Coachella, Ultra
Music Festival, Electric Forest, EDC MX, Shambhala, ++)
Repeatedly sold out of merchandise - INSTANTLY (hoodies, hats, blankets +)
Sold out first headlining tour dates (Los Angeles, Denver, Dallas +)
LSDREAMERS grew from 0 - 10000+ in 12 months  
Consistent 90%+ monthly engagement - yes, that’s 90% of ALL MEMBERS engage
at least once a month. 
Average 25% monthly member growth
Over 1 in 2 members are active every day
We get 6-7 engagements per active member per month not including viewing posts
Average 50+ posts a day 
Over 64,000+ posts, comments, or reactions a month (Feb 4-March 4)
Less than 2 member reported content per month
25 LSDREAMERS physical meet ups around the country in last 12 months
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RECENT 12 MONTHS MEMBER GROWTH

TOTAL ENGAGEMENT IN RECENT 30 DAYS 

RECENT 12 MONTHS ACTIVE MEMBERS

64,058 total engagements

including reactions,

comments, and posts 

93% overall 12 month active member rate 

ACTIVE MEMBERS IN RECENT 30 DAYS 

Active member: engage at least 1 time in 30 days

~90% of all members engaged 

in the recent 30 days


